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THE GATHERING is an introduction to a series of romantic Highlander ghost stories. You'll want to

read this before the individual warriors come along. (It's got a wee romance of its own.)Soncerae is

a Muir Witch with impressive power. But is she strong enough to save the souls of 79 young

warriors who cannot escape the moors of Culloden? She tempts them with the revenge they seek

but hopes she can prove to them that a heart's desire can mean so much more. LACHLAN is next.
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I am interested in things Scottish and have read numerous historical fiction novels as well as

historical non-fiction pertaining to the Scots/English difficulties. The thought of the ghosts of

Culloden actually still haunting the place caught my fancy. I read the "Gathering..." and was

intrigued to see where this would go. There are 76 ghosts and they all have a tale to tell. I shall read

them all just to see where the author takes me. The story is well written and is worth a look-see.

Found this story very "feel good" and uplifting. It is a great way to make such a horrific place have

79 happy endings, at least this is the hoped for intention.Stories are lite and entertaining from the

perspective of how ghosts react to a wee witchling!



This is very interesting for people (like myself) who are interested in Scottish history and ghostly

time travel! However the writing leaves a lot to be desired and the subject seems to be overdone

lately. Easy read and mildly entertaining!

I totally fail to understand any writer who takes what should be maybe a first chapter in a honest to

goodness book, writes it poorly, and then sells it as a novella. Perhaps she should look up the

meaning of that word. This is likely a sad way for an author who is not capable of completing a

whole book at one time to get more money. If she charges $.99 each volume and there are 79

stories to tell....well you get my point.That being said, the writing here is terrible. I happen to be quite

familiar with Scotland's history so I know about Culloden and the politics that created the battle

fought there. But if someone who knows nothing about this tries to understand what the author is

talking about they will have basically no idea of what is going on. References are made to the

historical facts and people with no explanation at all. Some child/woman comes to the field.....which

is never explained as a battle ground just a few minor hints given. She sees what one assumes is a

group of men who are haunting there. No names, just numbers. Why? Why would anyone forget

their name even if they had been dead for a couple of centuries? That's not even a plausible

scenario in a paranormal situation. No explanation why, no explanation who they were, nothing

except eventually being told they want revenge on someone....no explanation for the need for that

revenge either. Child grows up comes back and wants to send these spirits somewhere: heaven,

hell, Taco Bell...who knows. Thus ends the book. What?? Writers who assume readers are in their

heads and understand what they are thinking without expressing this in their writing need to go back

to basic writing class. If you don't put it on the page, believe me the reader doesn't stand a chance

of understanding. This writer is out to take someone's money with nothing to give in return. This

"novella" isn't even a good first chapter in a real book.

So What if there were Ghosts of clansmen who died at Culloden? Well, if 79 of them were robbed o

f their then future until a Muir witchling comes yearly for 2000 -2016, now as she gets control of her

powers she gives each of the 79 a boon, do a, noble deed, and earn the right to a meeting with

Bonnie Prince Charlie to show him the errors of His ways that fateful day in April 1745.The stories

are novella length, but you wish for more. Each lad faces his own deamons that took him to

Dumrossie that fateful day.5 Stars All the way!



This is a great introduction. And that's exactly what it is. It's a short story that lays the foundation for

future books on each of the ghosts. I was hooked with the intro so just bought Book 2. Just beware,

it will leave you wanting more.

Brilliant! The author's talent was obvious from the very start of this introduction to the series. Her

words transported me back to Scotland and I couldn't be more grateful and happy to find such a

talented storyteller and compelling series of stories to read.

Up to book 7 and I am really enjoying this series. It is such an interesting premise 79 Ghosts from

one of the worst tragedies ever. To take that and make uplifting, funny, interesting stories for each

Ghost is a challenge well met by the authors. So join the Ghosts you won't be disappointed. PS for

those complaining they are short - length is not a requirement for a really great story.
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